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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus are provided for calculating poten 
tial paths between Source and destination locations. First and 
Second map databases are provided that are indicative of 
roadway networks for geographic regions bounded by 
region edges and containing Source and destination loca 
tions. The first and Second map databases are non-adjacent, 
non-contiguous Such that the region edges of the first map 
database are separate and distinct from region edges of the 
Second map database. Potential paths are calculated through 
the roadway network of the first map database up to a node 
or Segment at which each potential path intersects a region 
edge of the first map database, thereby defining a node/edge 
coordinate. A transition location is obtained in the Second 
map database that geographically corresponds to the node/ 
edge coordinate at which a given potential path interSected 
the region edge of the first map database. The calculation 
continues from the transition location through the roadway 
network of the Second map database. The method and 
apparatus may include organizing the map databases into a 
map hierarchy to define tiers for the map databases. The 
calculation proceSS Searches potential paths utilizing the 
tier-one map databases until each potential path intersects a 
map edge of the tier-one map databases. Thereafter, the 
Search through potential paths continues automatically 
based on the lower tier map databases. 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR CALCULATING A 
NAVIGATION ROUTE BASED ON 

NON-CONTIGUOUS CARTOGRAPHC MAP 
DATABASES 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is a continuation and 
claims priority benefit, with regard to all common Subject 
matter, of an earlier-filed U.S. patent application titled 
“SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CALCULATING A 
NAVIGATION ROUTE BASED ON NON-CONTIGUOUS 
CARTOGRAPHIC MAP DATABASES, Ser. No. 10/423, 
658, filed Aug. 11, 2003, which is a continuation and claims 
priority benefit, with regard to all common Subject matter, of 
an earlier-filed U.S. patent application titled “SYSTEM 
AND METHOD FOR CALCULATING ANAVIGATION 
ROUTE BASED ON NON-CONTIGUOUS CARTO 
GRAPHIC MAPDATABASES, Ser. No. 10/015,153, filed 
Dec. 11, 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,574,554. The identified 
earlier-filed applications are hereby incorporated into the 
present application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Certain embodiments of the present invention gen 
erally relate to Systems and methods for calculating navi 
gation routes based on map databases indicative of overlap 
ping, non-contiguous geographic regions. Certain 
embodiments of the present invention generally relate to 
navigation systems and methods that utilize roadway map 
databases organized in different tiers or levels of a map 
hierarchy. 
0.003 Route planning systems are well known in the field 
of navigational instruments. Route planning Systems in 
general calculate one or more paths through a network of 
roads between Source and destination locations. The path(s) 
planned by the System may be based on one or more criteria, 
Such as Shortest distance, shortest time, user preferences and 
the like. Several algorithms are known for performing route 
planning, with Such algorithms calculating the route from 
the Source or destination location or from both Simulta 
neously. Conventional planning algorithms operate based on 
a predefined Stored map database, which includes data 
indicative of a geographic region containing the Source and 
destination locations. 

0004. In general, each map database corresponds to a 
particular geographic region, Such as a city, a county, a State, 
a country, a continent, etc. Each map database contains data 
indicative of features within the associated geographic 
region with varied levels of Specificity concerning the fea 
tures. For example, each map database includes data indica 
tive of nodes representing interSections between roadways 
and data indicative of Segments representative of roadway 
portions extending between nodes. In general, map data 
bases representing Smaller geographic regions (e.g. cities) 
contain more detailed feature information (county roads, 
city Streets, restaurants, and the like), while map databases 
representing larger geographic regions (e.g. States and coun 
tries) contain less detailed feature information (e.g. inter 
States, State highways, gas Stations, hotels, rest Stops, and the 
like). The feature information stored within each map data 
base may include geographic coordinates (i.e. altitude, lon 
gitude and latitude) among other things. Each map database 
is bound by a geographic region perimeter or boundary. 
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0005 Conventional methods for route planning depend 
on the capabilities of System resources, Such as processor 
Speed and the amount and Speed of memory. To reduce the 
amount of memory needed, route planning or navigation 
devices typically do not Store a detailed map of a large 
geographic area, Such as North America. Instead, the 
memory for the route planning or navigation device is 
initially loaded with a detailed map (e.g. a map database 
containing detailed feature information for a Small geo 
graphic region) only for a Select geographic region, Such as 
a particular city in which the user travels. When the user 
wishes to chart a path acroSS a particular city, the user enters 
the Source and destination locations in the particular city. 
The route planning or navigation device uses the detailed 
map database for the corresponding city map to plan a route 
between the Source and destination locations. Both the 
Source and destination locations are within the boundaries of 
the detailed map (i.e. within the particular city). 
0006 The route planning or navigation device may 
instead be loaded with a less detailed “base' map (e.g. map 
database containing general feature information for a large 
geographic region), Such as the United States. When the user 
wishes to chart a path between cities, across the country, etc., 
the user first Selects or loads the base map and then enters the 
Source and destination locations. The route planning and 
navigation device accesses and plans a route through the 
base map. Hence, for long trips, the route planning and 
navigation device only utilizes the base map and thus is only 
able to offer limited information regarding the details of a 
planned route. 
0007 Due to memory constraints, the base map database 
includes leSS detailed feature information and may lack 
feature information Surrounding the Source and destination 
locations of interest to the user. The user may desire detailed 
feature information present only in a detailed map database, 
Such as Street information for Source and destination cities. 
In general, each map database is Stored on a separate CD. 
The route planning and navigation device typically only 
accesses a Single CD at any given time Since the user can 
only load one CD at a time. Heretofore, the user could only 
chart routes through one detailed map database or through 
one base map database at any particular time, namely when 
the appropriate CD was loaded. 
0008 For example, when planning a trip between Kansas 
City and Denver, the user would load a CD into the route 
planning device containing only the base map database that 
would encompass both cities. The user would then enter 
Source and destination coordinates within the base map 
database. If the user desired detailed Street information for 
Kansas City, for example, directions to Arrowhead Stadium, 
conventional navigation devices were unable to provide 
Such information while Simultaneously providing a route 
between cities Since the Street information was only on 
detailed map databases, while only the base map database 
could be used to provide routing. Instead, the user was 
required to remove the CD containing the base map database 
and load a CD containing a detailed map database for 
Kansas City. The user then entered a Source location, Such 
as along interstate 70 on the west Side of town, and a 
destination location for Arrowhead Stadium. Similarly, if the 
user desired detailed street information for Denver, the prior 
CD containing the Kansas City Street map must be removed 
and a separate CD containing a detailed Street map for 
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Denver must be loaded. Source and destination locations 
would again need to be entered by the user for the Denver 
area. In the foregoing example, conventional navigation 
devices require the user to load three Separate CDS and to 
perform three separate Source and destination data entry 
procedures. 

0009 Presently, cartographic information is charted or 
mapped by data Suppliers as large cartographic data blockS. 
A Single cartographic data block may include detailed maps 
for multiple adjoining metropolitan areas and/or detailed 
maps for large geographic areas and the like. A cartographic 
data block is typically divided by the data supplier, by the 
manufacturer of the routing devices or by the Service pro 
vider into Smaller map databases having a size more con 
ducive to Storage on, or wireleSS transmission to, a naviga 
tion or route planning device. By way of example only, a 
large block of cartographic data may constitute a detailed 
map of the metropolitan corridor for the East coast between 
Washington, D.C. and Boston. The cartographic data block 
may be divided into a first map database for the Washington, 
D.C. metropolitan area, a Second map database for the 
Baltimore metropolitan area, a third map database for the 
Philadelphia metropolitan area, and So on. The map data 
bases for Washington, D.C. and Baltimore may include 
matching roadway/boundary longitude and latitude coordi 
nates Since the map databases were “cut” from a common 
cartographic data block or “fabric'. However, each map 
database would nonetheless be provided as a separate map, 
Such as on a separate CD. Accordingly, users would be 
required to Switch CDS and perform independent routing 
operations based on discrete, Separate map databases. 

0.010 Today, numerous data Suppliers map and chart 
roadway networks independent of one another. Typically, 
cartographic data from one Supplier does not match carto 
graphic data from a different Supplier. Hence, when carto 
graphic data blocks from different Suppliers are divided into 
map databases, the map databases from different Suppliers 
do not match, even though the map databases may be for 
common or overlapping geographic areas. For example, 
cartographic data for a map of Washington, D.C. from one 
data Supplier will include geographic coordinates for the 
U.S. Capital that may differ (albeit slightly) from geographic 
coordinates in a Second data Supplier's cartographic data for 
the U.S. Capital. Similarly, the first Supplier's cartographic 
data for downtown Washington, D.C. may include coordi 
nates for Highways 50 and 66 that differ (albeit slightly) 
from coordinates for the same highways in a Second Sup 
plier's cartographic data. 

0.011 Conventional navigation and route planning 
devices must Separately and independently access and oper 
ate on individual map databases even if multiple map 
databases are simultaneously loaded or accessible. The 
navigation and route planning devices are only able to 
calculate paths between Sources and destinations in a Single 
map database. Conventional route planning devices are 
unable to plan routes between Source and destination loca 
tions that are located in different map databases. 
0012. A need exists for improved navigation and route 
planning devices capable of automatically calculating poten 
tial paths between a single Source location and a single 
destination location based on any and all available map 
databases, regardless of whether the map databases 1) are 
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contiguous or non-contiguous with one another, 2) are “cut” 
from common or different cartographic data blocks, or 3) are 
obtained from the same or different data Suppliers. A need 
further exists for a navigation device capable of accessing 
multiple map databases to plan a single route. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 Certain embodiments of the present invention 
relate to a method for providing a navigation route between 
Source and destination locations. The method includes pro 
Viding first and Second map databases indicative of roadway 
networks for geographic regions bounded by region edges. 
The first and Second map databases each contain one of the 
Source and destination locations. The first and Second map 
databases are not contiguous with one another inasmuch as 
the region edges of the first and Second map databases are 
Separate and distinct from one another. The method further 
includes calculating potential paths through the roadway 
network of the first map database and identifying a node/ 
edge coordinate at which each potential path intersects a 
region edge of the first map database. For each potential 
path, a transition location is identified in the Second map 
database that geographically corresponds to the node/edge 
coordinate where the associated potential path intersects the 
region edge of the first map database. The method may 
further include Searching the Second map database for roads 
within a Search perimeter Surrounding the node/edge coor 
dinate to obtain each transition location. The method con 
tinues by calculating potential paths from each transition 
location through the roadway network of the Second map 
database. After a number of potential paths between the 
Source and destination locations are analyzed, a navigation 
route is Selected. 

0014 Optionally, the method may include organizing at 
least first and Second map databases into first and Second 
map tiers based on certain criteria, Such as the data Supplier 
of the first and Second map databases and/or an amount of 
detailed feature information held in the map databases 
concerning corresponding geographic regions. Once the first 
and Second map databases are organized into tiers, the 
planning method begins performing the first calculating Step 
based on map databases in the first map tier. AS potential 
paths interSect the boundary of the first map database, the 
planning method performs the obtaining and Second calcu 
lating Steps based on map databases in the Second map tier. 
0015 Optionally, the first map database may contain a 
low level detailed map of the geographic region Surrounding 
the Source, the Second map database may contain a high 
level base map of the geographic region encompassing both 
the first map database and a third map database that contains 
a low level detailed map of the geographic region Surround 
ing the destination location. The first and third map data 
bases may be non-overlapping and non-contiguous, or may 
be overlapping yet have other characteristics that cause them 
to be classified in different map tiers. Alternatively, the first 
map database may represent a detailed map of one metro 
politan area and the Second map database may represent a 
base map of a larger geographic region encompassing a 
portion of the first metropolitan area. 

0016. In another embodiment, a method is provided for 
calculating a navigation route between first and Second 
points based on map databases organized in a map hierarchy. 
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The method involves providing a number of map databases 
indicative of an equal number of roadway networks for 
geographic regions, with each map database having map 
edgeS. The method includes organizing the map databases 
into a map hierarchy by assigning at least one map database 
to a first level of the map hierarchy to define at least one 
tier-one map database and by assigning at least one map 
database to a Second level of the map hierarchy to define at 
least one tier-two map database. The method also includes 
utilizing the tier-one map databases to plan potential paths 
from one of the first and Second points until each potential 
path interSects the map edge of an Outer tier-one map 
database; and thereafter, automatically continuing planning 
of each potential path based on the tier-two map databases. 

0.017. The navigation route calculation method is capable 
of utilizing a variety of map databases. For example, the map 
databases may include first and Second tier-one map data 
bases that correspond to non-overlapping first and Second 
geographic regions that Surround the first and Second points, 
respectively. Optionally, the map databases may include a 
tier N map database for a geographic region that contains the 
first point, but not the Second point, and a tier N+M map 
database for a geographic region that contains both the first 
and Second points. AS another example, the map databases 
may include first and Second tier N map databases for a 
geographic region that contains the first and Second points, 
respectively, and a tier N+M map database for a geographic 
region partially Overlapping the geographic regions associ 
ated with the first and Second map databases, where the 
geographic region defined by data in the tier N+M map 
database excludes the first and Second points. AS yet another 
example, the map databases may include first and Second tier 
N map databases containing detailed maps of areas Sur 
rounding the first and Second points, respectively, and a tier 
N+M map database containing a base map overlapping both 
of the detailed maps, where the base map includes the first 
and Second points. 

0.018. The navigation route calculating method transi 
tions from one map database to another, during a route 
planning Search, each time a potential path interSects a 
boundary of a map database. To effect a transition from a 
current map database, the method first Searches other map 
databases at the present tier, (e.g., assigned to the same tier 
as the current map database). The map databases at the 
present tier are Searched for a point in a respective roadway 
network corresponding to the point at which potential path 
intersected the boundary of the current map database. If no 
map database is identified in the present tier, then the Search 
is repeated for map databases at other tiers. 

0.019 When searching map databases at a common tier, 
once potential paths interSect the map edge of a first tier-one 
map database, the calculation method determines whether a 
Second tier-one map database exists that has a map edge that 
joins the map edge of the first tier-one map database. If no 
other tier-one map database has a map edge joining the first 
tier-one map database, then a local Search is performed to 
identify a translation location in a tier-two map database. 
The local Search is based on a location, at which the potential 
path intersects the map edge of the tier-one map database. 
The translation location represents a Starting point within a 
tier-two map database from which the route planning opera 
tion continues along potential paths. 
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0020. The calculating method may include identifying, in 
the tier-one map databases, a tier-one coordinate indicative 
of a point at which the potential path intersects the map edge 
and Searching a geographic region for at least one of the 
tier-two map databases for a tier-two coordinate correspond 
ing to the tier-one coordinate. Alternatively, the identifying 
Step may include identifying, in the tier-two map databases, 
a road having a generally common direction of travel as the 
potential path at or near the point of interSection of the 
potential path with the map edge of the tier-one map 
database. 

0021. In an alternative embodiment, a navigation system 
is provided that includes memory Storing map databases 
indicative of roadway networks in respective geographic 
regions Surrounded by region edges. The map databases 
include first and Second map databases. The geographic 
regions contain first and Second navigation points. The first 
and Second map databases correspond to geographic regions 
having Separate and distinct non-adjacent region edges. The 
navigation System includes a planner calculating a path 
between the first and Second navigation points based on 
roadway network information in both of the first and second 
map databases. The planner Switches the Search from poten 
tial paths defined in the first map database to potential paths 
defined in the Second data each time the planner progresses 
along a potential path to a point at which the potential path 
intersects a region edge of the first map database. A display 
is provided to illustrate the final potential path generated by 
the planner. The System is operable with a compilation of 
map databases 1) that are contiguous, 2) that are not con 
tiguous, 3) that overlap one another, 4) that are cut from 
common or different cartographic data blocks, and 5) that 
are obtained from different or common Sources. 

0022 Optionally, the first and second map databases may 
be non-overlapping and the memory may store or have 
access to a third map database which at least partially 
overlaps the first and Second map databases. When three 
map databases are employed in this manner, the navigation 
System jumps directly from the first map database to the 
third map database and then directly from the third map 
database to the Second map database during the route 
planning operation as potential paths interSect map edges. 
Alternatively, when the first and Second map databases do 
not overlap one another yet overlap a third map database, the 
navigation System may perform bi-directional route plan 
ning operations from the first and Second map databases and 
jump to the third map database when the potential paths 
reach the edges of the first and Second map databases. 
0023 The system may be equipped with a module that 
organizes the map databases into a mapping hierarchy by 
assigning the first map database to a first level to define a tier 
one map database and by assigning the Second map database 
to a Second level to define a tier-two map database. 

0024. In accordance with another embodiment, a hand 
held portable navigation device is provided that includes 
memory Storing map databases indicative of roadway net 
WorkS and respective geographic regions Surrounded by 
region edgeS. The map databases include first and Second 
map databases that correspond to geographic regions having 
Separate and distinct non-adjacent region edgeS. The geo 
graphic regions contain the first and Second navigation 
points. The navigation device also includes a processor 
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which calculates a path between the first and Second navi 
gation points based on roadway network information in both 
the first and Second map databases. The processor moves, 
during a path-planning operation, from potential paths based 
on the first map database to potential paths based on the 
Second map database and Vice versa each time the potential 
path intersects a region edge for a map database. A display 
is provided to illustrate the final potential path generated by 
the processor. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS 

0.025 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a navigation 
device formed in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0.026 FIG. 2 illustrates a front view of a navigation 
device formed in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0.027 FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of a navigation 
device formed in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0028 FIG. 4 illustrates a navigation system formed in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
0029 FIG. 5 illustrates a cartographic data block utilized 
in connection with certain embodiments of the present 
invention. 

0030 FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary map database uti 
lized in connection with certain embodiments of the present 
invention. 

0.031 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary map tier organiza 
tion used in connection with certain embodiments of the 
present invention. 
0.032 FIG. 8 graphically illustrates a potential path plan 
ning operation carried out in connection with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0.033 FIG. 9 graphically illustrates a transition point 
calculation operation carried out in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0034 FIG. 10 illustrates a flow chart setting forth a 
planning Sequence followed in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0035 FIG. 11 illustrates a flow chart setting for a tran 
Sition Sequence followed in accordance with an embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0.036 The foregoing Summary, as well as the following 
detailed description of certain embodiments of the present 
invention, will be better understood when read in conjunc 
tion with the appended drawings. It should be understood, 
however, that the present invention is not limited to the 
precise arrangements and instrumentality shown in the 
attached drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0037 FIG. 1 illustrates a system 10 formed in accor 
dance with an embodiment of the present invention. The 
System 10 includes at least one processor 12 for carrying out 
various processing operations discussed below in more 
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detail. The processor 12 is connected to a cartographic 
database 14, memory 16, a display 18, a keyboard 20, and 
a buffer 22. Optionally, more than one processor 12 may be 
included. The cartographic database 14 may store data 
indicative of a roadway network (in full or in part) used in 
connection with embodiments of the present invention. The 
memory 16, while illustrated as a Single block, may com 
prise multiple discrete memory locations and/or discS for 
Storing various types of routines and data utilized and/or 
generated by embodiments of the present invention. The 
buffer 22 represents a memory Storage area that may be 
within memory 16 or separate therefrom. Buffer 22 is used 
to temporarily Store data and/or routines used in connection 
with embodiments of the present invention. The display 18 
displays information to the user in an audio and/or video 
format. The keyboard 20 permits the user to input informa 
tion, instructions and the like to the processor 12 during 
operation. 

0038. By way of example only, initial operations may be 
carried out by an operator of the System 10, utilizing the 
keyboard 20 for controlling the processor 12 in the selection 
of parameters, defining map databases to be developed 
and/or accessed, and the like. 

0039 The map database(s) stored in the cartographic 
database 14, memory 16, and/or buffer 22 may include data 
indicative of features associated with a roadway network 
and/or a geographic area. The data may represent points, 
lines, areas, coordinates (longitude, latitude and altitude), or 
otherwise. For instance, portions of a highway, river or 
boundary (e.g., a state or country boundary), trails and the 
like may be represented by linear features Stored in the map 
database. In addition, cities, towns, neighborhoods, commu 
nities and the like may be represented by point features 
within the map database. Also, parks, lakes, points of 
interest and the like may be represented by area features. 
Prior to Storage, various common features may be identified 
for cartographic data and Such common features may be 
classified based upon predefined hierarchies. For example, 
interstate highways may be defined and/or organized as one 
feature class, State highways and roads may be defined as a 
Second feature class, and county roads may be defined as a 
third feature class. Features other than roads, Such as rivers 
and waterways, may also be classified. As a further example, 
geographic boundaries (e.g., State and county lines) may be 
assigned one or more different feature classes. 

0040 FIG. 2 illustrates a portable electronic device 30 
formed in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. The electronic device 30 is oriented along a 
vertical axis (as illustrated) or horizontal axis when held by 
a user. The portable electronic device 30 includes a housing 
32 having a face plate 34 and sidewalls and a back wall (not 
shown). The portable electronic device 30 further includes 
an antenna 36 mounted at one corner of the housing 32. The 
face plate 34 is Substantially rectangular in shape. The face 
plate 34 securely frames the display screen 38 and houses 
the control panel 40. The control panel 40 includes several 
pushbutton-type keys 42 that afford the user control over the 
portable electronic device 30. 
0041. Optionally, a directional toggle pad 44 may be 
included within the control panel 40. In one application, 
such as when utilizing the portable electronic device 30 
within a global positioning System, the toggle pad 44 affords 
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the ability to Scan through a large map of a geographic area, 
all or a portion of which is stored in memory of the portable 
electronic device 30. The portable electronic device 30 then 
displayS portions of the Scanned map on the display Screen 
38. The display screen 38 also illustrates planned potential 
paths through geographic areas between Source and desti 
nation locations. Optionally, the control panel 40 may 
include a Speaker/microphone combination, designated by 
reference numeral 46, to afford communication between the 
operator and a remote destination. 
0042. The display screen 38 may be located below the 
control panel 40 (when oriented along a vertical axis) to 
afford easy data entry by the user. When vertically oriented, 
the display screen 38 is controlled to orient data upon the 
display screen 38 such that side 48 of the display screen 38 
represents the top of the data to be displayed, while side 50 
of the display screen 38 represents the bottom. Thus, the data 
is preferably displayed from the top 48 to the bottom 50 of 
the display screen 38. 
0.043 FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram for an electronic 
circuit of the portable electronic device 30 formed in accor 
dance with an embodiment of the present invention. The 
electronic circuit includes a processor 52 that communicates 
via the control panel 40 through line 41. The processor 52 
communicates via line 39 with the display screen 38. The 
electronic circuit further includes a memory 54 that is 
accessed by the processor 52 via line 53. The antenna 36 is 
connected to the processor 52 via a cellular transmitter/ 
receiver 37 and a GPS receiver 35. The electronic circuitry 
of the portable electronic device 30 is powered by a power 
Supply (not shown) housed within the device or connected 
thereto. A microphone 33 and a speaker 31 are also con 
nected to, and communicate with, the processor 52. 
0044) The housing 32 of the portable electronic device 30 
houses the processor 52, memory 54, display 38 and keypad 
40. The display screen 38 and control panel 40 are accessible 
at the exterior of the housing. In one embodiment, the 
portable electronic device 30 is utilized in conjunction with 
a global positioning System for acquiring Signals transmitted 
from Satellites in geosynchronous orbit. In Such an embodi 
ment, the processor 52 includes means for calculating, by 
triangulation, the position of the portable electronic device 
30. In such an embodiment, an image file indicative of a 
Selected map is held in memory 54. In accordance with one 
embodiment, the image file held in memory 54 comprises 
Spatial data indices according to a map database defining a 
geographic area of interest. 
0.045 An operator of the portable electronic device 30 
controls the processor 52 through use of control panel 40 to 
display map images on the display Screen 38. Utilizing the 
control panel 40, the operator Selects various Zoom levels, 
corresponding to layers of the map database for a particular 
geographic region desired to be displayed on the display 
screen 38. Data indicative of the map to be displayed is 
accessed from the memory 54 according to the inputs by the 
user using the control panel 40. When performing a potential 
path planning operation, the operator enters a Source loca 
tion and a destination location, Such as by entering 
addresses, geographic coordinates, well-known buildings or 
Sites, and the like. The processor 52 accesses map databases 
Stored in memory 54 to calculate a Suggested potential path. 
0.046 FIG. 4 illustrates a navigation and routing system 
70 formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of 
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the present invention. The system 70 includes one or more 
mobile units 72 capable of performing navigation and/or 
routing functions, a Server 74 and an intervening network 
76. The mobile units 72 may each include some or all of the 
Structure and/or functionality of the portable electronic 
device 30. The server 74 may perform a majority of the 
navigation and potential path planning operations and trans 
mit results and limited geographic data to the mobile units 
72. Alternatively, the server 74 may simply perform minor 
management operations. The Server 74 communicates with 
the mobile units 72 through communications links 78 and 80 
and the network 76 which may constitute the internet, a 
wireleSS communications network Supported by ground 
based towers and/or satellites, and the like. The mobile units 
72 may receive map databases, coordinate information, and 
the like over communications links 78 and 80 from the 
network 76. 

0047 FIG. 5 illustrates a cartographic data block 100 
including data indicative of a large geographic region 
bounded by edges 101. The exemplary cartographic data 
block 100 includes data representative of the continental 
United States and may be stored on the server 74. The 
cartographic data block 100 may include detailed feature 
data indicating the interstates, State highways, country roads, 
etc. in the United States, heretofore referred to as a roadway 
network. 

0048. The cartographic data block 100 is divisible into 
exemplary base map databases 102, each of which includes 
data indicative of a selected Smaller geographic region 
surrounded by a region edge 104. In the example of FIG. 5, 
each map database 102 includes data indicative of the 
geographic region associated with a corresponding State 
bounded by the state border. One or more map databases 102 
are stored in memory 16 or 54. Optionally, the map data 
bases 102 may be transmitted upon request or periodically to 
mobile units 72 over communications links 78 and 80, and 
network 76. 

0049 FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary detailed map data 
base 110 including data indicative of a geographic region for 
the St. Louis metropolitan area within region edges 114. The 
map database 110 is associated with a corresponding edge 
table 112 Storing coordinates associated with the geographic 
locations at which Selected roads interSect region edges 114 
of the map database 110. In the example of FIG. 6, the edge 
table 112 stores coordinates for the points at which interstate 
70, interstate 55 and other roads intersects the region edges 
114 of the map database 110. A plurality of map databases 
110 may be constructed from the cartographic data block 
100 by dividing the cartographic data block 100 into adja 
cent Sections having joining region edges 114 and Storing, 
among other things, an edge table 112 for each map database 
110. 

0050. It is understood that cartographic data blocks 100 
may be provided from Separate and independent data Sup 
pliers or vendors. Each Separate data Supplier or vendor may 
construct the data within respective cartographic data blockS 
100 by independently mapping the roadway network. 
Hence, the geographic information for a particular feature 
may slightly differ between cartographic data blocks 100 
from different Suppliers. For example, the precise coordi 
nates of interstate 70 across the Midwest may slightly differ 
in cartographic data blocks 100 from different suppliers or 
vendors. 
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0051. The map databases 110 are organized or classified 
in accordance with a map hierarchy. In general, each map 
database 110 is assigned to a tier or level of the map 
hierarchy. The map hierarchy may include an unlimited 
number of tiers or levels. Each map tier or level may include 
more than one map database, but need not include any map 
databases. For example, one navigation device may store (or 
access over the network 76) map databases in map tiers #1 
to #7, while a Second navigation device may store (or access 
over the network 76) map databases only in map tiers #1, #4 
and #5. A single navigation device should assign a particular 
map database to only one map tier, although different 
navigation devices may Store or have access to the same map 
database. A particular map database may be assigned to one 
map tier in connection with a first navigation device and a 
different map tier in connection with a Second navigation 
device. The map tiers may be organized based on a variety 
of criteria, Such as accuracy of the data content, popularity, 
quantity of roadway features (restaurants, gas Stations, etc.), 
feature sets (vacation points of interest, business points of 
interest, etc.), Supplier of the data, operator preference, and 
the like. 

0.052 FIG. 7 illustrates examples of various map data 
bases that may be organized into a map hierarchy and Stored 
in a mobile unit 72, server 74, navigation device 30, memory 
54, memory 16 and the like. The exemplary map databases 
include a base map database 120 storing data indicative of 
a large geographic area. The base map database 120 may 
Store a limited amount of detailed feature information about 
the corresponding geographic area. For example, the base 
map database 120 may store only data indicative of the 
interstate highway System throughout Missouri and Illinois. 
Detailed map databases 122 and 124 are organized into a 
map hierarchy. The exemplary detailed map databases 122 
and 124 correspond to Selected metropolitan areas, Such as 
the Kansas City metropolitan area and the Chicago metro 
politan area. The base map database 120 and the detailed 
map databases 122 and 124 may have been obtained from 
the same or different cartographic data blocks and/or from 
the same or different data suppliers. The example of FIG. 7 
corresponds to a potential path planning operation in which 
a user may desire to plan a potential path between a specific 
address in Kansas City and a specific address in Chicago. 

0.053 FIG. 8 illustrates a map tier organization 141 in 
which map databases are arranged in bounded boxes and are 
assigned an order of in priority based on numerous criteria, 
Such as accuracy of the data content, popularity, quantity of 
roadway features (restaurants, gas stations, etc.), feature sets 
(vacation points of interest, business points of interest, etc.), 
Supplier of the data, operator preference, and the like. In the 
example of FIG. 8, low priority map databases 140 and 145 
are assigned to a map tier #2 and high priority map databases 
142 and 143 are assigned to a map tier #1. The map 
databases 140 and 145 include a Source location 146, while 
the map databases 140 and 142 include the destination 
location 144. The map database 143 is located adjacent to 
the map database 142 along a common border 129 (e.g., a 
joining map edge). The map database 145 is oriented along 
an axis that differs from the longitudinal axis of the map 
databases 140, 142, and 143 which extend generally parallel 
to one another. The map database 145 partially overlaps the 
map database 143. The map databases may have various 
shapes, sizes and orientations. 
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0054) The map databases 140, 142, 143 and 145 store 
data indicative of a roadway network, only a portion of 
which is illustrated in FIG. 8. The portion of the roadway 
network that is illustrated in FIG. 8 includes potential paths 
131, 133, 135, and 137, along with source and destination 
locations 146 and 144. The potential paths 133 and 135 (as 
illustrated in dash lines) are entirely stored within the map 
database 140 and partially stored in map databases 142 and 
145. Potential path 131 is stored within the map databases 
140 and 142, while the potential path 137 is stored within the 
map databases 140 and 145. A portion of potential path 135 
is also stored within map database 143. 

0055 While not illustrated in detail, it is understood that 
the potential paths 131, 133, 135 and 137 may be each 
formed from multiple Segments and nodes. Segments rep 
resent portions of the roadway extending between interSec 
tions in the roadway. Nodes represent interSections between 
roadways. A potential path may represent a roadway Seg 
ment extending from one node to the next adjacent node. A 
potential path may also represent a Series of adjoining 
roadway Segments extending from one node through a Series 
of intermediate nodes adjacent to one another. FIG. 8 is 
discussed in more detail below in connection with FIG. 11. 

0056 FIG. 9 illustrates a map tier organization 150 
including a base map database 152 assigned to a map tier #2 
and detailed map databases 154 and 156 assigned to a map 
tier #1. A source location 158 and a destination location 160 
are provided within the detailed map databases 154 and 156, 
respectively. The base map database 152 does not include 
either the Source or destination locations 158 and 160. The 
base map database 152 contains only features within region 
edges 161-164, while the detailed map databases 154 and 
156 include features for geographic areas within region 
edges 171-174 and 181-184, respectively. During operation, 
the route planning procedure initially Searches one or both of 
detailed map databases 154 and 156 for potential paths 
between Source and destination locations 158 and 160. 
When each potential path intersects the edges 174 and 182 
(or any other region edges 171-173, 181 and 183-184) of the 
respective detailed map databases 154 and 156, the potential 
path planning operation attempts to continue following each 
potential path by Switching to the base map database 152. 

0057 The map databases in the example of FIG. 9 are 
characterized as “base' and “detailed” to illustrate that map 
databases may be assigned to different tiers within the map 
tier organization 150 based, among other things, upon an 
amount of detailed information Stored in each map database 
for a corresponding roadway network. For instance, the 
“base' map databases may store data only identifying larger 
highways, Such as interstates and State highways, but not 
county roads or Streets. In contrast, the detailed map data 
bases may Store much more detailed information regarding 
the roadway network, including information Such as Streets, 
Street names, points of interest, and the like. 

0.058 FIG. 10 illustrates a flow chart of a procedure 
carried out in accordance with at least one embodiment of 
the present invention. The user enterS Source and destination 
locations at step 200. Thereafter, the navigation device 
accesses or loads a map database in a Selected map tier (Step 
201) of a stored map tier organization 141 or 150. Option 
ally, the order of steps 200 and 201 may be reversed in that 
one or more map databases may be first accessed or loaded 
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before the Source and destination locations are entered. The 
accessed map database is hereafter referred to as the "loaded 
map database'. The map tier organization 141 or 150 may be 
Stored in the navigation device, memory 16, memory 54 or 
on the Server 74. Accessing a map database may involve 
moving Some or a portion of the map database to a Section 
of memory in the navigation device readily accessible by the 
processor. Alternatively, mobile units 72 need not actually 
Store the map database. Instead, the mobile units 72 may 
Simply notify the Server 74 that a particular map database is 
to be used. Thereafter, the server 74 may transmit some or 
all of the data from the map database to the mobile unit 72 
as needed. Alternatively, the server 72 may perform the 
routing process upon the map database and Simply provide 
status and result information to the mobile units 72. 

0059. The criteria for the selecting the initial map tier 
may vary. By way of example only, the Selected map tier 
may represent maps having a greatest amount of detail at one 
or both of the Source and destination locations, or may 
represent maps Selected by the operator. Alternatively, the 
initially Selected map tier may represent maps associated 
with a particular data Supplier, Such as a Supplier offering the 
majority of the map databases for the navigation device or 
alternatively, the data Supplier offering the most accurate 
map databases for one or both of the regions corresponding 
to the Source and destination locations. 

0060 Once a map database for a selected map tier is 
loaded at step 201, the navigation device (or server 74) 
begins calculating potential paths between the Source and 
destination locations at Step 202 in accordance with any of 
Several known routing algorithms, Such as an A-star algo 
rithm, a shortest distance algorithm and the like. Optionally, 
the routing algorithm may calculate potential paths Simul 
taneously in opposite directions (bidirectionally) from both 
the Source and destination locations. Alternatively, the rout 
ing algorithm may calculate the path from either of the 
Source and destination locations. 

0061 The routing algorithm involves several iterative 
Steps. Each iteration through the routing algorithm involves 
analyzing and updating the best (e.g., least costly) node to be 
considered or explored (hereafter the “current best node”). 
By way of example only, the analysis may involve expand 
ing node adjacencies for the current best node (e.g., adding 
the nodes that are adjacent to the current best node to the list 
of nodes to be explored). The analysis may also involve 
calculating a cost associated with each newly added node. 
When implementing an A-Star algorithm, the cost is based 
on a known cost from the Source and an estimated cost to the 
destination. Once the node adjacencies and associated costs 
are added to the node exploration list, a new current best 
node is calculated. For example, the new current best node 
may represent the node having the lowest cost associated 
therewith. Once a new current best node is identified, flow 
passes to Step 204. During each iteration through the routing 
algorithm, flow passes to Step 204 where the navigation 
device determines whether the current best node intersects 
an edge of the loaded map database. For example, at Step 
204, a nodal record for the current best node may be 
analyzed to determine whether an edge marker is present. An 
edge marker would indicate that the current best node 
intersects the region edge of the loaded map database. If the 
current best node does not interSect the loaded map database 
edge, then the loaded map database should contain “adja 
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cency” data indicative of the nodes that are adjacent to the 
current best node ("node adjacencies”). Accordingly, when 
the decision at Step 204 is negative, flow passes to Step 206, 
at which the loaded map database is accessed and the nodes 
adjacent to the current best node are added to the list of 
nodes to be explored. At Step 206, the routing algorithm 
calculates a cost associated with each newly added node. 
The costs represent the known cost between the Source and 
node, and the estimated cost between the node and the 
destination. 

0062 Alternatively, when the current best node repre 
Sents an edge node, the loaded map database would not 
contain the node adjacencies for the current best node. 
Accordingly, flow passes from step 204 to step 210 to begin 
a Sequence of Steps to identify a new map database that 
contains the node adjacency information for the current best 
node picked at step 202. 

0063 At step 210, the navigation device determines 
whether the Selected map tier includes any additional map 
databases that adjoin or fit together with the presently loaded 
map database along the appropriate region edge (e.g., the 
region edge interSected by the current best node or Segment 
leading to the current best mode). By way of example, the 
navigation device may, at Step 210, Search a Stored table of 
map adjacencies identifying which map databases join one 
another at each region edge. Alternatively, the navigation 
device may, at Step 210, Simply acceSS every map database 
within the presently selected map tier and Search the edge 
tables (if present) associated with each map database to 
locate a matching node in an adjoining map database. When 
the navigation device determines at step 210 that the 
Selected map tier includes a map database adjoining the 
presently loaded map database along the edge interSecting 
the potential path, flow passes to Step 212. 

0064. At step 212, the newly selected map database is 
loaded and the matching node from the newly loaded map 
database is added to the list of nodes to be explored by the 
routing algorithm at Step 202. The matching node may be 
identified from an edge table. AS explained above, map 
databases are considered to adjoin or be adjacent one 
another when they have a common region edge within a 
Single map tier. Adjacent databases may be assigned edge 
tables defining coordinates for nodes and/or Segments croSS 
ing the division between the map databases at matching 
geographic coordinates (e.g., longitude, latitude and alti 
tude). Accordingly, when created, an edge table stores a 
one-to-one correlation between common nodes and/or Seg 
ments along a region edge between adjacent map databases. 

0065. If, at step 210, the navigation device determines 
that the Selected map tier has no additional map databases 
that join the presently loaded map database, flow passes 
along path 214 to Step 216. At Step 216, the navigation 
device Selects the next ordered map tier and analyzes map 
databases associated with the newly Selected map tier. At 
step 218, the navigation device determines whether the new 
map tier includes map databases that overlap the node or 
Segment interSecting the edge of the prior map database 
(hereafter a "node/edge intersection”). If none of the map 
databases in the new map tier overlap the node/edge inter 
Section of the old map database, flow passes along path 222 
to decision block 221. At decision block 221, it is deter 
mined whether more map tiers exist and if So flow returns to 
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path 214 and the navigation device increments the map tier 
at step 216. Steps 216, 218 and 221 are repeated until the 
navigation device determines at Step 218 that the newly 
Selected map tier includes a map database that overlaps the 
node/edge interSection point identified in Step 204. 
0.066 Next, processing passes along path 220 to step 224, 
at which the navigation device Searches the map databases 
at the newly selected map tier for roadway information (e.g., 
nodes and/or segments) overlapping, or located within a 
predefined perimeter around the coordinates of the node/ 
edge interSection point. The Search carried out at Step 224 
may initially identify multiple nodes that interSect or are 
located within a predefined perimeter Surrounding the coor 
dinates of the node/edge interSection point. When more than 
one node is initially identified at Step 224, the navigation 
device Selects a preferred one of the available nodes based 
on the direction of travel at the node/edge interSection point 
and the direction(s) of travel afforded by the available nodes 
in the new map database within the predefined perimeter. 
Once a new node is identified in at least one new map 
database, flow passes back along path 226 to Step 212, where 
the new map database is loaded or accessed and the new 
node is added to the list of nodes to be explored. Next, flow 
passes to Step 202, at which a new current best node for 
exploration is analyzed. 

0067. Ultimately, flow passes along path 205 from step 
202 when the complete route is planned or when it is 
determined that no path exists. At Step 228, the Suggested 
route, if any, between the Source and destination locations is 
displayed from the multiple map databases accessed in Steps 
201 and 212. 

0068. Next, the processing sequence of FIG. 10 will be 
explained in connection with an example based on the map 
tier organization 150 in FIG. 9 and a bidirectional search. 
The navigation device accesses or Stores the map tier 
organization 150. The user enters a source location 158 and 
a destination location 160 (step 200). The navigation device 
is Set to initially analyze map databases in map tier #1, Such 
as detailed map databases 154 and 156. The navigation 
device accesses the detailed map databases 154 and 156 at 
Step 201 and, at Step 202, begins calculating potential paths 
through the detailed map databases 154 and 156 bidirec 
tionally. While only potential paths 190 and 192 are illus 
trated in FIG. 9, it is understood that the routing algorithm 
operating at Step 202 is exploring other potential paths 
through detailed map databases 154 and 156 in parallel with 
potential paths 190 and 192. The calculation at steps 202 and 
204 continues until potential paths 190 and 192 intersect the 
region edges 174 and 182, respectively, at node/edge inter 
section points 191 and 193. At step 204, when the navigation 
device determines that the potential paths 190 and 192 have 
intersected region edges 174 and 182, respectively, the 
navigation device next Searches the tier #1 map databases in 
the map tier organization 150 for adjacent map databases 
(step 210). In the example of FIG. 9, no other map database 
exists at map tier #1 in the map tier organization 150 that 
joins either of region edges 174 and 182. Hence, flow passes 
from step 210 along path 214 to step 216, at which the 
navigation device Selects map tier #2. 

0069. At step 218, the base map database 152 at tier #2 
is identified to include region boundaries 162 and 164 that 
overlap the node/edge intersection points 191 and 193. Thus, 
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flow passes along path 220 to Step 224 at which transition 
locations in the base map database 152 is identified that 
correspond to the node/edge intersection points 191 and 192. 
Once the transition locations are identified, flow passes 
along path 226 back to Step 212 at which the base map 
database 152 is accessed and used at Step 202 to continue 
exploring the potential path 194. Also, at Step 212, the 
node(s) identified in step 224 is/are added to the list of nodes 
to be explored. Again, while only potential path 194 is 
illustrated in FIG. 9, it is understood that the routing 
algorithm operates at Step 202 in parallel to explore other 
potential paths through base map database 152. 
0070 When the route planning procedure is complete, 
the navigation device displays the Suggested route to the 
operator by displaying a portion of the roadway network 
information from each of the base and detailed map data 
bases 150, 154 and 156. 
0071 While the foregoing example is explained with 
respect to bi-directional Searching from the Source and 
destination locations 158 and 160, such bi-directional opera 
tion is not necessary. Instead, the routing algorithm may 
only calculate potential paths from one of the Source and 
destination locations 158 and 160. If processing begins at the 
Source location 158, the detailed map database 154 will be 
loaded or accessed first followed by the base map database 
152. The detailed map database 156 would then be accessed 
after reaching the edge 164 of the base map database. The 
detailed map database 156 may be assigned to a map tier 
other than map tier #1, if the planner calculates the potential 
path from the source location 158 to the destination location 
160. 

0072. In the example of FIG. 9, the potential path 194 
includes roadway sections 195 and 196 that are located close 
to, but not identically overlapping with, corresponding road 
way portions 197 and 198 of the potential paths 190 and 192, 
respectively, even though roadway sections 195 and 196 and 
roadway portions 197 and 198 constitute the same roads. 
This discrepancy may arise when different map databases do 
not include the Same coordinates for a particular road. 
Instead, the roadway sections 195 and 196 may be assigned 
coordinates in the base map database 152 that differ by a few 
feet from the coordinates of the roadway portions 197 and 
198 in the detailed map databases 154 and 156. 
0073 FIG. 11 illustrates the processing sequence carried 
out in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention for performing a transition between two overlap 
ping, non-contiguous map databases, Such as map databases 
in different map tiers or map databases in a common map tier 
but are not adjacent one another, nor an edge table establish 
a one-to-one edge node correspondence therebetween. The 
steps set forth in FIG. 11 are carried out by the navigation 
device when performing the operation at Step 224 to locate 
a new map database having a node corresponding to the 
node/edge interSection coordinates of the most recently 
processed map database. The processing Sequence Set forth 
in FIG. 11 is described in connection with the map tier 
organization 141 set forth in FIG. 8 and a one-way search 
from the destination location 144 to Source location 146. 

0074 The navigation device initially calculates potential 
path 131 from the destination location 144 to the edge 139 
of the map database 142. The point of intersection between 
the potential path 131 and the edge 139 is designated as the 
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node/edge intersection point 149. At step 218 in FIG. 10, the 
navigation device determines that, in the map tier organiza 
tion 141, the map tier #2 includes map database 140 that 
overlaps the node/edge intersection point 149. Thereafter, 
flow passes to FIG. 11. 
0075 Beginning at step 302 in FIG. 11, the navigation 
device initially obtains the map database 140 to be searched, 
the node/edge interSection point 149 and the Search perim 
eter 147. In the example of FIG. 8, the search perimeter 147 
is designated by a circle Surrounding the node/edge inter 
section point 149. The search perimeter 147 need not be 
circular, but instead may be Oval, Square, rectangular, or 
otherwise depending upon the Search algorithm, the type of 
Search being conducted, the geographic features being 
Searched, the data format being Searched and the like. The 
Search perimeter 147 may vary in size depending upon 
factors, Such as the number of roads being Searched, the 
amount of data available, the speed with which the results 
are desired, the processing power available, and the like. In 
addition, the search perimeter 147 size may be varied based 
upon the difference between map tiers of the prior and new 
map databases. For instance, in the example of FIG. 8, the 
transition is between map tier #1 and map tier #2. Hence, the 
search perimeter 147 may be relatively small. If the map 
database transition is between map databases were more 
divergent map tiers (e.g., map tier #1 and map tier #7), the 
size of the search perimeter 147 may be increased or 
decreased accordingly. 
0.076 Once the map database 140, node/edge intersection 
point 149 and search perimeter 147 are obtained at step 302, 
processing passes to Step 304, at which the navigation device 
identifies, in map database 140, the coordinate data for 
nodes N1 and N2 near the node/edge intersection point 149. 
In the example of FIG. 8, the navigation device effectively 
locates coordinate data for potential paths 133 and 135 
associated with nodes N1 and N2 since both are within the 
search perimeter 147. At step 306, the navigation device 
selects one of potential paths 133 and 135 based upon other 
criteria, Such as the closest road, the direction of travel along 
the roads and the like. For example, potential path 135 has 
a direction of travel that is generally in a northern and 
Southern direction, while the direction of travel at the 
node/edge interSection point 149 along potential path 131 is 
generally in an eastern direction. At Step 306, the navigation 
device selects potential path 133 since the direction of travel 
of potential path 133 is most closely associated with that of 
potential path 131 at the node/edge intersection point 149. 
0077 Next, flow passes to step 308 at which the naviga 
tion device determines whether additional map databases are 
available at the selected map tier. In the example of FIG. 8, 
only database 145 is also included at map tier #2. Thus, flow 
passes along path 310 to Step 312 at which the navigation 
device accesses the next map database 145 at the current 
map tier #2. Thereafter, steps 302-306 are repeated until no 
further map databases were available at the Selected map 
tier. The navigation device then Selects the most Suitable 
map database at map tier #2 and continues the potential path 
planning operation based on the Selected map database at 
step 201 (FIG. 10). Upon completion, the display illustrates 
portions of the roadway network from map databases 140 
and 142, but not from map databases 143 and 145. 
0078. In the foregoing examples, tier-one and tier-two 
map databases are discussed. However, any number of tiers 
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may be used and the processing of sequences FIGS. 10 and 
11 may be carried out on any tier, namely tier N, and Stepped 
up to any other tier, namely tier N+M, where N and M are 
integers. 

0079. Optionally, steps 216 and 218 of FIG. 10 may be 
modified to enable repeated Searches through the map tiers. 
Hence, once all of the map tiers are indexed through, the 
map tier indeX is reset to the highest priority map tier. For 
instance, the selected map tier used at steps 202-210 may be 
a low priority map database, Such as tier #6. When proceSS 
ing passes to Steps 216 and 218, even lower tier maps will 
be searched, such as tier #7 or lower. However, the lowest 
tier may not include any map databases that overlap the 
edge/node interSection point. In this alternative embodi 
ment, if the process advances through all of the map tiers at 
steps 216 and 218 without locating a map database that 
overlaps the edge/node interSection, then the map tier index 
is reset to the highest map tier, Such as map tier #1. 

0080. In accordance with the foregoing, a navigation 
System, method and device are provided that permit routing 
between overlapping, non-adjacent, non-contiguous maps, 
Such as between base maps and detailed maps, between 
maps of equal detail but from different Sources, between 
maps cut from different cartographic data blockS or between 
maps cut from a common cartographic data block, but 
lacking edge tables. The process set forth in FIGS. 10 and 
11 provide a facility to transfer routing control automatically 
through a mapping hierarchy between different map data 
bases to permit a navigation device to calculate potential 
paths between Source and destination locations located in 
different map databases. The routing process detects the 
edge of a detailed map area and, when no other detailed map 
areas exist that are adjacent thereto along the corresponding 
edge, the process transferS control down through a mapping 
hierarchy to lower tiered maps until locating one or more 
map databases that are capable of Supporting the route 
planning procedure. 

0081 Certain embodiments enable route planning to be 
carried out without Separately and interchangeably loading 
detailed maps for a large geographic area or detailed maps 
for Several adjacent geographic areas. Certain embodiments 
enable route planning to be carried out based on a Single 
Source and destination entered by the user, while drawing 
upon multiple map databaseS provided from multiple 
Sources, Such as different data Suppliers. The detailed maps 
asSociated with the map databases need not line up, nor be 
Seamless with one another, to Still be automatically acces 
Sible within a single final or complete route planning opera 
tion. Hence, certain embodiments provide the ability to 
combine maps that were not built together or cut from a 
common cartographic data block or "fiber', yet are equally 
useful with one another. 

0082 Optionally, the server 76 may simply transmit map 
databases for requested geographic regions to the mobile 
units 72, after which the mobile units 72 carry out all 
necessary processing to perform navigation and routing 
operations. Alternatively, the mobile units 72 need not store 
the map databases. Instead, the Server 74 may maintain the 
map databases and carry out navigation and routing calcu 
lations based upon requests received from the mobile unit 
72. For example, the user may enter Source and destination 
locations for a desired routing operation. The Source and 
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destination coordinates are transmitted from the mobile unit 
72 through the communications links 78 and 80 and network 
76 to the server 74 which calculates the desired route and 
returns such information to the mobile unit 72. In this 
alternative embodiment, the mobile unit 72 need not store 
large cartographic data blockS or map databases that would 
otherwise be needed to calculate and plan a route. 
0.083. While particular elements, embodiments and appli 
cations of the present invention have been shown and 
described, it will be understood, of course, that the invention 
is not limited thereto Since modifications may be made by 
those skilled in the art, particularly in light of the foregoing 
teachings. It is therefore contemplated by the appended 
claims to cover Such modifications as incorporate those 
features which come within the Spirit and Scope of the 
invention. 

1. A navigation System, comprising: 

a portable navigation device for navigating between first 
and Second navigation points, the device including a 
display for displaying a route between the first and 
Second navigation points, and 

a server for calculating the route, the Server including 
a memory Storing map databases indicative of roadway 

networks in respective geographic regions Sur 
rounded by region edges, the geographic regions 
containing the first and Second navigation points, and 

a planner calculating paths between the first and Second 
navigation points based on roadway network infor 
mation in the map databases. 

2. The System as Set forth in claim 1, wherein the map 
databases include first and Second map databases. 

3. The system as set forth in claim 2, wherein the first and 
Second map databases correspond to geographic regions 
having Separate and distinct non-adjacent region edges. 

4. The system as set forth in claim 2, wherein the first and 
Second navigation points are based on roadway network 
information in both of the first and Second map databases. 

5. The system as set forth in claim 2, wherein the planner 
Switches from calculations based on the first map database 
to calculations based on the Second map database once the 
planner calculates at least one path through the first map 
database to a node at which the path intersects a region edge 
of the first map database. 

6. The System as Set forth in claim 1, further including a 
network for providing communications between the device 
and the Server. 

7. The system as set forth in claim 6, wherein the network 
is the Internet. 

8. The system as set forth in claim 6, wherein the network 
is a wireleSS communications network. 

9. The system as set forth in claim 1, the device further 
including 

a global positioning System (GPS) receiver for receiving 
signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS satellites; 
and 

a processor for calculating, by triangulation, a position of 
the device using the Signals. 
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10. The system as set forth in claim 9, wherein the 
processor determines the first navigation point using the 
Signals and a user provides the Second navigation point 
using an input. 

11. The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein the device 
transmits the first and Second navigation points to the Server 
over a communications link and the Server transmits the 
route to the device over the link. 

12. The system as set forth in claim 11, wherein the server 
also transmits a map displaying the route to the device over 
the link. 

13. A navigation System, comprising: 
a portable navigation device for navigating between first 

and Second navigation points, the device including a 
display for displaying a route between the first and 
Second navigation points, and 

a Server for calculating the route, the Server including 
a memory Storing first and Second map databases 

indicative of roadway networks in respective geo 
graphic regions Surrounded by region edges, the 
geographic regions containing the first and Second 
navigation points, the first and Second map databases 
corresponding to geographic regions having Separate 
and distinct non-adjacent region edges, and 

a planner calculating paths between the first and Second 
navigation points based on roadway network infor 
mation in both of the first and Second map databases, 
the planner Switching from calculations based on the 
first map database to calculations based on the Sec 
ond map database once the planner calculates at least 
one path through the first map database to a node at 
which the path intersects a region edge of the first 
map database. 

14. The system as set forth in claim 13, further including 
a network for providing communications between the device 
and the Server. 

15. The system as set forth in claim 14, wherein the 
network is the Internet. 

16. The system as set forth in claim 14, wherein the 
network is a wireleSS communications network. 

17. The system as set forth in claim 13, the device further 
including 

a global positioning System (GPS) receiver for receiving 
signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS satellites; 
and 

a processor for calculating, by triangulation, a position of 
the device using the Signals. 

18. The system as set forth in claim 17, wherein the 
processor determines the first navigation point using the 
Signals and a user provides the Second navigation point 
using an input. 

19. The system as set forth in claim 13, wherein the device 
transmits the first and Second navigation points to the Server 
over a wireleSS communications network and the Server 
transmits the route to the device over the network. 

20. The system as set forth in claim 19, wherein the server 
also transmits a map displaying the route to the device over 
the network. 

21. A navigation System, comprising: 
a portable navigation device for navigating between first 

and Second navigation points, the device including 
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a global positioning System (GPS) receiver for receiv 
ing signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS 
Satellites, 

a processor for calculating, by triangulation, the first 
navigation point using the Signals, 

an input for receiving indication of the Second naviga 
tion point from a user, and 

a display for displaying a route between the first and 
Second navigation points, and 

a Server for receiving the first and Second navigation 
points from the device over a wireleSS communications 
network, calculating the route between the first and 
Second navigation points, and transmitting the route to 
the device over the network, the Server including 
a memory for Storing first and Second map databases 

indicative of roadway networks in respective geo 
graphic regions Surrounded by region edges, the 
geographic regions containing the first and Second 
navigation points, the first and Second map databases 
corresponding to geographic regions having Separate 
and distinct non-adjacent region edges, and 

a planner for calculating paths between the first and 
Second navigation points based on roadway network 
information in both of the first and second map 
databases, the planner Switching from calculations 
based on the first map database to calculations based 
on the Second map database once the planner calcu 
lates at least one path through the first map database 
to a node at which the path intersects a region edge 
of the first map database. 

22. The system as set forth in claim 21, wherein the server 
also transmits a map displaying the route to the device over 
the network. 

23. A navigation Server for calculating a route between 
first and Second navigation points and transmitting the route 
to a portable navigation device for navigating the route, the 
Server comprising: 

a memory Storing first and Second map databases indica 
tive of roadway networks in respective geographic 
regions Surrounded by region edges, the geographic 
regions containing the first and Second navigation 
points, the first and Second map databases correspond 
ing to geographic regions having Separate and distinct 
non-adjacent region edges, and 

a planner calculating paths between the first and Second 
navigation points based on roadway network informa 
tion in both of the first and Second map databases, the 
planner Switching from calculations based on the first 
map database to calculations based on the Second map 
database once the planner calculates at least one path 
through the first map database to a node at which the 
path intersects a region edge of the first map database. 

24. The server as set forth in claim 23, wherein the server 
transmits the route to the device over a wireleSS communi 
cations network. 
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25. The server as set forth in claim 23, wherein the server 
receives the first and Second navigation points from the 
device over a wireleSS communications network. 

26. The server as set forth in claim 23, wherein the device 
includes 

a global positioning System (GPS) receiver for receiving 
signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS satellites; 

a processor for calculating, by triangulation, the first 
navigation point using the Signals, 

an input for receiving the Second navigation point from a 
user; and 

a display for displaying the route. 
27. The server as set forth in claim 26, wherein the server 

also transmits to the device a map displaying the route. 
28. A portable navigation device for navigating a route 

between first and Second navigation points, the device 
comprising: 

a global positioning System (GPS) receiver for receiving 
signals transmitted from a plurality of GPS satellites; 

a processor for calculating, by triangulation, the first 
navigation point using the Signals, 

an input for receiving indication of the Second navigation 
point from a user; 

a display for displaying the route between the first and 
Second navigation points, and 

a transceiver for receiving the route from a Server. 
29. The device as set forth in claim 28, wherein the server 

receives the first and Second navigation points from the 
device over a wireleSS communications network, calculates 
the route between the first and Second navigation points, and 
transmits the route to the device over the network. 

30. The device as set forth in claim 28, wherein the server 
includes 

a memory for Storing first and Second map databases 
indicative of roadway networks in respective geo 
graphic regions Surrounded by region edges, the geo 
graphic regions containing the first and Second navi 
gation points, the first and Second map databases 
corresponding to geographic regions having Separate 
and distinct non-adjacent region edges, and 

a planner for calculating paths between the first and 
Second navigation points based on roadway network 
information in both of the first and Second map data 
bases, the planner Switching from calculations based on 
the first map database to calculations based on the 
Second map database once the planner calculates at 
least one path through the first map database to a node 
at which the path intersects a region edge of the first 
map database. 

31. The device as set forth in claim 28, wherein the server 
also transmits to the device a map displaying the route. 


